
Enriched Statics and Magnetism Quest Review

Which of the situations illustrated below would represent a force of attraction
between the two objects?
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2. The electromagnets illustrated below produce magnetic fields of different intensities.
The electromagnets are to be arranged in iryIgg:tngpld.r of their magnetic field.
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ln what order should the electromagnets be arraneed? ,1 - i i - 3
A) !,2,4and 3 €r4,3,!and2
B) 4, 3,2 and 1 D) 3, 4, 2 and 1.

3. Consider the electric force between a pair of charged particles a certain distance apart.
According to Coulomb's law if the charge of one of the particles is doubled, the force
will be
A) Unchanged
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B) Halved @oubtea
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Andrea and Jonathan are studying solenoids in a laboratory. They use the setup shown

to compare the strength of different solenoids.

)loa9.0Vpower
Solenoid Core Number of turns Current in amperes (A)

t,)i ( . lron 200 1,.2 I
-8" lro n 200 0.5

c Copper,, 200 1..2 /?

D Copoer 200 0.5

4. Which of the diagrams show the correct placement of the compass needlefollowing
within the magnetic field of
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Which of the following solenoids would attract the greatest number of paper clips when connected
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Four objects W, X, Y and Z were brought close together two at a time. One of these

objects is magnetic, one is nonmagnetic and two are ferromagnetic. The results were

as follows:
OBJECTS RESULT

'W and X The objects attracted each other.
XandY The objects attracted each other.

rW and(Y., f-,, Nothing happened.

X and Z ,,*Y,.** Nothing happened.

Which has ctl classified the objects?
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a) Draw the shape of the magnetic field produced when the switch is closed.

b) ldentify the poles of the magnetic field. i rh
c) Suggest one way of increasing the strength of the magnetic field. 'f' c--'r,\-r"-rq..u\f o-r t * lttp
d) Suggest one way of reversing the polarity of the magnetic field. \ 
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answer nas corre a

Masnet Ferromagnet Nonmagnet

A W XandY Zr'
B X YandZ W

C X ZandW Y

(o Xv WandY v Z,I

7. What is the electricaLlorce acting on two spheres if the charge of each iffi)"10-4 C

and they are placed(p.5 tm apart? Answer must be in significant figures.
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8. As a part of your final; practical ex'am, you are asked to assemble a solenoid and insert a

steel (iron) nail in the center,- (4
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The electricalforce betwesrl t-wo positively charged objects at rest i(Spfl. Charged

object A has a charge o€.0'l1o-s c and charged object B has a cf'arge qf€.0) ro*c.
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Obiect A {)bj€ct B

What is the distance between the centers of charged object A and B?
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a) ldentify the positively charged terminal (+).

b) ldentify the poles as N and S.

c) ldentify the current direction.
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13. When an electric current passes through a solenoid, a magnetic field is created. Which

of the following solenoids shows the current, l, flowing in the correct direction?
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l-4. Hotel Ampere uses a key card entry system to secure their hotel rooms. A plastic card

is inserted into a slot in the door handle assembly and a solenoid is activated to

,.T3l:l:tt the lock bolt Position'
K*y"*ard Entry Sy*tenr

The magnetic field generated by the solenoid attracts the lock bolt when the switch is

activated. This causes the lock bolt to move towards the solenoid. The hotel chafiged to heavier
lock bolts in each key card system. As a result, the lock bolts have difficulty completing their j

translational motion. -.: wr-c v , r'*1 hou .7-.,,J*..C!-., "12*-.u-^,,t j 4,-;. .,cttr". ,c(

a- On the diagram of the solenoid, draw the shape and the"d'irection of magnetic field lines

when the circuit is closed.

b- Describe two ways to improve the solenoid's function in the key card entry system to ease
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